Climate Mitigation & Adaptation Actions
Mitigation
Reduce waste to landfill refuse disposable products,
reuse & recycle more

Things I can do now

Buy secondhand or
ethical & sustainable
well made clothing
Shift your money to
ethical & sustainable
banks & investments

Instal solar panels at
home (no battery)

Things I
can plan

Electrifying buses,
public transport,
private cars

Use LED lights in
public and private
spaces

Holiday locally

Reuse, re-gift or share
items in a local
community group

Block gaps around doors and
windows to prevent draughts
and keep temperature in
house consistent

Compost household &
business food waste to
reduce methane producing
landfill and make food for your
garden

Adaptation
Plant a
veggie
garden

Improve
insulation at
home - ceiling,
walls, floors
Increase food security
- eat seasonal, local
produce

Home energy security install solar panels at
home with a battery

Put up pergolas with
shadecloth around the
outside of your house

Make an emergency plan such as Red Cross
Rediplan, & have a kit or “grab bag” ready to go
Behavioural change eg:
watering late at night or early
in the morning to cool the
areas surrounding house

Put out water for
birds & animals
during a heat wave,

Work with Aboriginal & Torres Strait
Islander People to understand & implement
Indigenous knowledges on climate

Incorporate good airflow
into housing design to cool
down without using power

Create community recycling
hubs to help everyone
improve understanding &
behaviours around waste

Things I can work on
with my community

Both

Increase energy
efficiency at home

Installing solar & batteries
on community buildings

'Climate Ready Schools' that
consider environmental footprint
and prepare for impacts

Design houses with light
coloured roofs & wider
eaves to provide shade

Large scale carbon sequestration in soil
& oceans by planting forests, grasslands,
seaweed beds

Improved industrial
processes - eg: boiler,
heat & steam
efficiency

Planting shade trees
– urban forests or in
your garden

Community owned
renewable energy
& storage

Capture & recycle
water around the home

Use greenwalls to keep
your house cooler

Educate others about
climate risks & actions

Things I can do now

Download
emergency update,
broadcast & info
apps like "Get
Prepared"

Build an emergency
shelter or bunker at
home

Permanent retreat
from fire or flood
prone areas

Things I
can plan

Community stores
of sandbags incase
of flood

Create decentralised 'complete
communities" where services and
amenities are available locally

Community behavioural change eg:
changing time of day sport is played

Plant different crops,
growing food that's more
drought tolerant

Things I can work on
with my community

Climate adaptation & mitigation - what does it all mean?
There are 2 different but complementary ways to tackle climate change - one that aims for cutting out the problem at the source (mitigation) and the other that deals with the impacts
(adaptation).
There are a vast range of actions we can all be taking at individual, household, community, business, industry and government levels that fit into either of these two categories, or sit across both.
The diagram on the opposite page shows a small range of actions, suggested by participants in the Climate Ready Communities program, split into mitigation, adaptation or both, and graded as 'things I can do now',
'things I can plan', or things I can work on with my community'. Below you'll find some more in-depth explanations for some of the examples.

Mitigation :

Both:

Adaptation

Increase energy efficiency at home
update hotwater system
set your thermostat a little lower
change lightbulbs to LEDs
only boil as much water as you need or keep hot
water in a flask

Improve insulation at home
if accessible, add insulation bats or foam in the
ceiling, walls and under raised floors.
this will help keep the temperature stable and
more comfortable as well as saving energy on
heating and cooling

Reducing waste to landfill
refuse single use plastics (straws, coffee cups etc)
use reusable cups, straws containers
recycle any plastic
buy second hand clothes, repair as much as possible
minimise & compost food waste

Increase food security
reduce risk of food shortages and reliance on
exotic foods by eating seasonal, local produce
this also reduces "food miles", therefore reducing
contributing more emissions for transport

Make an emergency plan
use resources like Red Cross "Get Prepared" app,
or downloadable "Rediplan" and get the whole
family or household involved
check out "Big Weather" on the ABC to learn more
about how we can get ready together
download emergency apps on your phone such
as Alert SA, CFS & ABC Radio
Make sure you have a battery operated or windup radio at home that you can listen to ABC
Emergency radio - 891

Large scale carbon sequestration
improve soil & root systems to hold more carbon
regenerate oceans by protecting and revegetating
mangroves and seagrass or seaweed beds
create carbon sinks by planting native and
biodiverse forests, woodlands and grasslands
Improved industrial processes
use “super boilers” to produce steam with high
efficiency, high reliability, and low footprint
utilise waste heat recovery systems to minimise
waste and increase efficiency
align peak renewable energy production with peak
industrial energy use

'Climate Ready Schools'
help create schools that consider environmental
footprint as well as prepare for impacts
include students in discussions and planning
consider all resource use and waste creation and
implement solutions - eg: kitchen garden with
compost & chickens to eat canteen waste, solar
panels installed, shade trees increased for recess
& lunch play areas, shade infrastructure added
over windows, etc.
Work alongside Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islanders
listen to leaders who are working on climate
resilience and amplify their voices
support and join in initiatives that are led by
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people
advocate for engaging with and implementing
Indigenous knowledge systems in local initiatives

Behavioural changes
check the weather forecast and plan your
activities around the weather
ensure you schedule watering gardens a few days
before a hot period
water late at night or early in the morning to cool
the areas surrounding house, and prevent
excessive evaporation or heat exhaustion
do your shopping or errands early in the morning
or late in the afternoon/evening to avoid the
hottest part of the day

Permanent retreat from fire or flood prone areas
some areas that have experienced multiple natural
disasters may not be suitable to live in future
insurance availability may be reduced, which may
impact economic decisions to stay or retreat.
considering moving to a safer area may be the
best option

This resource was created collaboratively by community "Champions" who have completed
Australian Red Cross Climate Ready Communities Training, with AdaptWest.

Avoid
maladaptation!
Maladaptation example:
installing extra air
conditioners to cool
house - unintentionally
creating more
greenhouse gases

Avoid
malmitigation!
Malmitigation example:
installing synthetic turf
to reduce watering unintentionally causing
burn risk to users

